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Purpose: This study explored the relationship between emotion and death-thought accessibility (DTA) in individuals experiencing
true mortality salience (MS), specifically, patients with cancer.
Patients and Methods: The study included 255 participants; among them, 132 patients had cancer and represented the MS group,
and 123 had dental pain and served as a control group. Participants completed the Projective Diseases Attitude Assessment
Questionnaire to induce priming, completed an affect scale, completed one of four calculation tasks as manipulation of cognitive
load (all four were done over several sessions), and performed a Pinyin-Chinese characters exercise to measure DTA.
Results: MS was associated with strong negative emotional arousal. When these negative emotions are generated, they enter an
individual’s consciousness and activate proximal defense mechanisms. At this point, DTA can be measured. Patients with cancer had
significantly higher levels of DTA in the high-frequency cognitive load condition than in the other three conditions (no task, simple
delay task, and single cognitive load task). Patients with dental pain had significantly higher levels of DTA in the no task and simple
delay conditions than in the single cognitive load or high-frequency cognitive load conditions. This study also found that negative
experiences without MS (specifically, dental pain) are associated with higher levels of DTA.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that in addition to death-related events, both negative and stress-inducing events can produce
DTA.
Keywords: mortality salience, cancer, terror management theory, proximal defense mechanisms

Introduction
Terror management theory (TMT) posits that proximal defense mechanisms help people to eliminate the idea of death from
their conscious awareness, and distal defense mechanisms help people to eliminate the idea of death from their unconscious
mind.1 Without these two defense mechanisms, people may fall into a spiral of fear and anxiety caused by thoughts of death.
Death-thought accessibility (DTA) refers to the availability of cognitions related to death in one’s mind; measurement of DTA
indicates the effectiveness of this dual-process defense mechanism.2 This measurement provides new insights into human
social behavior and helps to accurately reflect the cognitive processing of death consciousness management. DTA can also
help to distinguish between the processing mechanisms of proximal (ie conscious) and distal (ie unconscious) defense
mechanisms in the process of death fear management.3 According to a literature review by Burke et al,4 the relationship
between proximal and distal defense mechanisms is linear; that is, the distal defense does not start until the proximal defense
ends. Therefore, in proximal defense, negative emotions, such as fear and anxiety, occur. These negative emotions need to be
addressed by proximal defense mechanisms.5 At this stage, DTA is low, while at the distal defense level, when negative
emotions, such as fear and anxiety, disappear, DTA increases.4,6,7
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Several studies have tested this theory using mortality salience (MS) conditions, in which people are made conscious
of death, and proximal defenses, such as denial and avoidance, are generated.8–10 These kinds of experiments require
participants to imagine a scenario that triggers MS; however, as participants do not experience true MS, there are debates
regarding the classical hypothesis of TMT. The psychological defense mechanisms triggered by MS serve to eliminate
fear, anxiety, and other negative emotions. However, in practical research, emotion does not play the role of presupposi-
tion, and no significant emotional response is detected after death is highlighted.11–13 According to TMT, the psycho-
logical defense mechanisms caused by MS mainly serve to eliminate the fear or anxiety that accompanies consciousness
of death. However, no studies have measured a significant emotional response in this regard. As a result, Lambert et al14

proposed the “affect-free claim.” For example, a physiological arousal study of 115 participants found that both the death
reminder and the control groups (in this instance, a group that was reminded of a toothache) experienced physiological
arousal. Bayesian factor analysis of nine physiological indexes including heart rate, mean arterial pressure, and
respiratory rate showed no significant differences between the two groups.15 Furthermore, some studies have shown
that the emotions triggered by death reminders are more positive than those triggered by non-death reminders16 and that
the understanding of death can also promote internal growth.17

The typical emotion measure used in TMT research is the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), which is
usually completed immediately after the death reminder.18 However, some researchers believe that this tool may not be
adequately sensitive, and as a result, fails to measure emotion in some individuals. In later studies, to clarify participants’
emotional states in a more detailed manner, researchers both directly and indirectly integrated emotion measures into their
study designs (eg self-report or implicit measures, false attribution paradigm, and emotional control strategies). However, even
with these additional measures, the results still did not indicate that participants experienced stable and significant
emotions.14,19 These results support the aforementioned affect-free claim and challenge TMT. In response to this dispute,
Greenberg et al20 proposed that the initiation of death thinking due to MS does not arouse anxiety and fear consciously, but
instead causes implicit emotion. The view proposed by Greenberg was supported by studies by Lu et al,21 Quirin et al,22 Wang
and Liu,23 Simpson et al,24 Packard and McGaugh,25 Schwartz et al,26 and Seligman and Hager.27 The results of functional
magnetic resonance imaging technology strongly support this idea, showing that MS produces an unconscious and imper-
ceptible emotion related to fear and anxiety.

While some studies suggest that MS is followed by emotion, others suggest that it is not. This contradiction has been
prevalent during the COVID-19 pandemic; that is, different countries have adopted different countermeasures to adapt to
increased MS in their population. Several countries have experienced various levels of MS among their populations,
leading to different levels of emotional arousal,28–30 defense mechanisms, and coping styles in each country. For
example, China has considered COVID-19 a significant threat to life and has thus adopted a strict proximal defense.
By contrast, some countries did not adopt strict defensive measures at the beginning of the pandemic. These countries did
not believe that the disease would cause high mortality and were unwilling to adopt various defensive measures;
specifically, people thought that COVID-19 would not threaten their lives. Other countries have fluctuated between
strict and relaxed defense mechanisms. When the number of infected individuals increased, anxiety and fear rose, and
strict defense mechanisms were adopted. When the number of infected individuals decreased, death thoughts reduced,
and the defense mechanisms were gradually relaxed. This phenomenon can be understood through TMT, which shows
that different degrees of MS result in different emotional states and drive people to produce corresponding behaviors.31,32

An observation of the current pandemic shows that the existence of emotion depends on the degree of MS. If the level
of MS is low, there will be no explicit emotional response. On the contrary, there will be obvious explicit emotion and
a strict proximal defense mechanism if the level of MS is high. Therefore, in this study, we not only tested our hypothesis
and clarified a debated component of TMT but also sought to explain current social phenomenon. In this study, we
examined a group of individuals who were experiencing real MS: patients with cancer, that is, patients with high levels of
MS; and individuals experiencing a toothache that is not life-threatening, that is, patients with low levels of MS. We
expected to detect differences in mood under the conditions of the current study. Further, we hypothesized that fear and
anxiety do occur after MS, as posited in TMT (for a review, see Pyszczynski,1 Greenberg et al,33 and Grossman34).
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Materials and Methods
Participants
The study sample included two groups: a cancer group and a dental pain control group. Patients with cancer were
recruited from the Department of Oncology at Southwest Medical University. Eligible participants were those who had
been clinically diagnosed with any type of cancer and were aware of their disease status. The following exclusion criteria
were applied: (a) experiencing recurrence or metastasis, (b) being < 18 or > 70 years old, and (c) having lost the ability to
walk. The dental pain group participants were recruited from the Southwest Medical University Affiliated Stomatological
Hospital. The following exclusion criteria were applied for the control group: (a) having cancer or other serious diseases
and (b) being < 18 or > 70 years old. We selected 255 eligible adult participants (age range = 18–69 years, Mage = 39.70,
SDage = 12.95; 64.1% women, 35.9% men). The experimental group consisted of 132 patients with cancer (Mage = 43.42,
SDage = 12.68, range: 18–69 years; 59.0% female, 41.0% male). The control group included 123 patients with dental pain
(Mage = 35.65, SDage = 12.54, range: 18–64 years; 69.6% women, 30.4% men). The two groups did not differ
significantly in age, educational background, or socioeconomic status.

Procedure
The experiment utilized a 2×4 between-group experimental design. Upon arrival, the experimenter described the study as an
observation of personality characteristics to the participants and explained the reason for using the affect scale, calculation task
(ie delay or cognitive load task), and the Pinyin-Chinese characters exercise (ie DTAmeasure). Participants were divided into
two groups: patients with cancer and patients with dental pain. First, both groups needed to perform MS tasks. Second, all
participants had to complete an emotion measure and one of the four different tasks before their DTAwas measured: (a) no
task, (b) simple delay task, (c) single cognitive load task, and (d) high-frequency cognitive load task. These four tasks
represent different levels of delayed tasks. In this study, the emotion test is not a part of the delayed task. Emotional tasks were
executed immediately after the MS tasks, and delayed tasks were executed immediately after the emotional tasks. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of the four tasks in each session. Finally, all participants completed the DTA test and were
tested in sessions comprising 4–6 patients each. Participants were notified that because they would not require the full hour to
complete the personality questionnaires, they would be undertaking some additional measures that were being pretested for
upcoming studies. The participants were required to respond to the questionnaires based on their initial natural responses and
were assured that their answers would be anonymous. They were then provided a consent form to read and sign, followed by
a questionnaire packet and a blank envelope. Participants were required to put the completed questionnaire into the envelope
and then place the envelope in a box to indicate that the task had been completed. All participants completed the tasks at
individual workstations to ensure their privacy.

Materials and Measures
Salience Manipulation Task
The Projective Diseases Attitude Assessment Questionnaire was used to induce the prime, using two open-ended questions
under the guise of an innovativemeasure of personality. The open-ended instructions for theMS condition35,36 were: (a) please
briefly describe the emotions that the thought of your disease arouses in you and (b) please briefly describe what happened to
your body after your illness. Salience manipulation was performed in both cancer and dental pain groups. After the salience
task was completed, the emotion measurement task was performed.

Emotion Measurement Task
Previous research indicates that MS sometimes increases DTA after a delay. Therefore, the thought of death can be prevented
before it occurs.37 Thus, after the MSmanipulation, participants were presented with PANAS as a distraction task before DTA
was measured.20 In this study, PANAS is not only a part of the delayed tasks but also measures participants’ emotions. All
participants in cancer and dental pain groups were tested using PANAS. PANAS18 consists of 20 items, including 11 adjectives
describing negative emotions and 9 adjectives describing positive emotions. Participants were asked to rate the degree to
which they experienced these emotions after theMSmanipulation. Each itemwas rated on a 5-point rating scale, ranging from
1 (not at all) to 5 (very strong).
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Simple Delay Task
Previous research suggests that MS induction increases DTA after a delay; this allows death thoughts to drift outside
focal attention.37 Therefore, after the MS task, participants were asked to quickly complete five two-digit addition
problems (eg 24 + 33 = ?).

Difficult Delay Task-Cognitive Load Task
Arndt et al38 suggested that if MS does indeed prompt the suppression of death thoughts, denying people the cognitive
resources required for suppression should lead to an immediate increase in DTA. When MS manipulation was coupled with
cognitive load manipulation, effectively occupying controlled processing resources and thereby hindering suppression, DTA
was high immediately after MS manipulation. There were two cognitive load manipulations: a single cognitive load task and
a high-frequency cognitive load task. After the salience manipulation, participants were presented with a single cognitive load
task (eg 21×12 – 13×11 = ?), effectively using up controlled processing resources, thereby hindering suppression.

The difference between the high-frequency and single cognitive load taskswas that the high-frequency cognitive load taskwas
conducted before each Pinyin task. Participants were required to complete a set of tasks in 30 seconds (eg 21×12 – 13×11 = ?). At
the end of 30 seconds, regardless of whether the cognitive load taskwas completed, one Pinyinword-filling taskwas immediately
presented. There were 26 word-filling tasks in the Pinyin version of the DTA measure, and thus, 26 cognitive load tasks.

DTA Measure
We utilized a Pinyin version of the DTAmeasure in this study.39 In this instrument, if the Pinyin sound is not marked with a tone,
different tones could produce different Chinese characters and meanings. The given Pinyin sounds could spell both death-related
and neutral words, and the frequencies of these words were equalized in a pilot study. All participants completed 26 tasks of
writing Chinese characters using Pinyin. These 26 Pinyin sounds had no tone, and participants could write down the first Chinese
character that they thought of. The 26 tasks were divided into two parts. One part included 13 Pinyin sounds, which could spell
Chinese characters related to death depending on the tone (see Table 1). These 13 Pinyin soundswere as follows: si (the third tone
of this can spell “死”, which means death; the fourth tone can spell “四”, which means four), sha (the first tone of this can spell
“杀”, which means kill; the first tone also can spell “沙”, which means sand), mai (the second tone of this can spell “埋”, which
means bury; the third tone can spell “买”, which means buy), mu (the fourth tone of this can spell “墓”, which means grave; the

Table 1 Pinyin-Chinese Version of the DTA Measurement Tool

Number Non-Tone Pinyin Death-Related Chinese Characters Non-Death-Related Characters

1 Si 死 Die/dead 四, 思, 丝, 私, 司, 似 …

2 Sha 杀 Kill 啥, 沙, 傻, 砂, 莎, 厦 …

3 Mai 埋 Bury 买, 麦, 迈, 卖, 脉, 霾 …

4 Mu 墓 Tomb/grave 母, 木, 目, 亩, 幕, 慕 …

5 Wang 亡 Perish 网, 王, 往, 汪, 忘, 望 …

6 Zang 葬 Bury/inter 脏, 藏, 赃, 臧 …

7 Shi 逝/尸 Dead/corpse 是, 时, 事, 石, 使, 师 …

8 Fen 坟 Grave 分, 份, 粉, 芬, 奋, 氛 …

9 Sang 丧 Mourning 桑, 嗓, 搡 …

10 Beng 崩 Pass away/dead 蹦, 泵, 绷, 甭, 迸, 蚌 …

11 Ai 哀/癌 Mourning/cancer 哎, 爱, 挨, 矮, 碍, 皑 …

12 Cu 猝 Sudden death 醋, 簇, 粗, 促, 卒, 憱 …

13 Ku 骷/枯 Skeleton/withered 库, 酷, 裤, 窟, 绔 …
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fourth tone can also spell “木”, whichmeans wood), wang (the second tone of this can spell “亡”, whichmeans death; the second
tone can also spell “王”, which means king), zang (the fourth tone of this can spell “葬”, which means funeral; the first tone can
spell “脏”, whichmeans dirty), shi (the first tone of this can spell “尸”, whichmeans corpse; the fourth tone can spell “是”, which
means yes), fen (the second tone of this can spell “坟”, which means tomb; the first tone can spell “分”, which means divide),
sang (the fourth of this can spell “丧”, which means mourning; the first tone can spell “桑”, which means mulberry), beng (the
first tone of this can spell “崩”, whichmeans pass away; the fourth can spell “蹦”, whichmeans jump), ai (the first tone of this can
spell “哀”, which means sorrow; the fourth can spell “爱”, which means love), cu (the fourth tone of this can spell “猝”, which
means die suddenly; the fourth tone also can spell “醋”, which means vinegar), ku (the first tone of this can spell “骷”, which
means skull; the fourth tone can spell “酷”, which means cool). The next 13 Pinyin sounds could not spell out characters related
to death.

Results
In the analysis of the experimental data, age was used as a covariate for statistical control. The covariate effect of age
was: F(1, 246) = 0.830, p = 0.053, η2 = 0.015. To assess whether the conditions differed in self-reported affect following
the MS manipulation, we performed a one-way analysis of variance for the negative and positive mood subscales; the
results were significant. F(1, 253) = 263.81, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.51: the negative emotion score of patients with cancer (M =
34.06) was significantly higher than that of patients with dental pain (M = 19.72). F(1, 253) = 224.34, p < 0.001, η2 =
0.47: the positive emotion score of patients with dental pain (M = 31.85) was significantly higher than that of patients
with cancer (M = 19.89). The results support our hypothesis. Further, we measured very significant emotional experi-
ences using the seemingly insensitive PANAS. The descriptive statistics for the results are presented in Table 2.

We examined DTA by performing a multivariate analysis of covariance. SPSS version 21 was used for statistical
analyses. The analysis revealed a significant effect for manipulation: F(3, 246) = 23.85, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.225.
Subsequently, we examined the simple effects of the independent variables using a Bonferroni correction. The
results indicated that patients with cancer had significantly higher levels of DTA in the high-frequency cognitive
load condition (M = 2.06, SD = 1.04) than in the other three conditions: the no task condition (M = 0.78, SD =
1.01), p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.72, 1.93], the delayed task condition (M = 0.47, SD = 0.80), p < 0.001, 95% CI [1.03,
2.24], and the single cognitive load task condition (M = 0.72, SD = 0.81), p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.81, 2.04]. However,
there was no significant difference in pairwise comparisons between the no task, delay task, and single cognitive
load task conditions. Patients with dental pain had significantly higher levels of DTA in the no task condition (M =
1.77, SD = 1.06) than in the single cognitive load task condition (M = 0.84, SD = 0.64), p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.29,
1.54], or the high-frequency cognitive load condition (M = 0.77, SD = 0.72), p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.36, 1.62]. In the
delay condition (M = 1.60, SD = 1.25), DTA levels were significantly higher than in the single cognitive load task
condition (M = 0.84, SD = 0.64), p < 0.01, 95% CI [0.13, 1.39], and the high-frequency cognitive load condition
(M = 0.77, SD = 0.72), p < 0.01, 95% CI [0.20, 1.47]. However, there was no significant difference in the pairwise
comparison between the no task and delay task conditions, or between the single cognitive load task and the high-
frequency cognitive load task conditions. The within-participant results revealed that different tasks could affect the
level of DTA.

The between-participant results indicated that patients with cancer had significantly lower DTA levels than those with
dental pain in the no task condition (Mcancer = 0.78, SDcancer = 1.01; Mdental = 1.77, SDdental = 1.06), p < 0.001, 95% CI
[0.47, 1.40], delayed task condition (Mcancer = 0.47, SDcancer = 0.80; Mdental = 1.60, SDdental = 1.25), p < 0.001, 95% CI
[0.62, 1.55]. Meanwhile, in the high-frequency cognitive load condition, patients with cancer had significantly lower
DTA levels than those with dental pain (Mcancer = 2.06, SDcancer = 1.04; Mdental = 0.77, SDdental = 0.72), p < 0.001, 95%
CI [0.92, 1.85]. However, there was no significant difference in the pairwise comparison between patients with cancer
and dental pain in the single cognitive load task condition (Mcancer = 0.72, SDcancer = 0.81; Mdental = 0.84, SDdental =
0.64). The descriptive statistics for the results are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 Descriptive Statistics for the DTA Values Under Four Conditions

Participants Conditions DTA

M SD

Patients with cancer (n = 132) No task 0.78 1.008

Simple delay task 0.47 0.803

Single cognitive load task 0.72 0.813

High-frequency cognitive load task 2.06 1.040

Patients with dental pain (n = 123) No task 1.77 1.055

Simple delay task 1.60 1.248

Single cognitive load task 0.84 0.638

High-frequency cognitive load task 0.77 0.717

Abbreviations: DTA, death-thought accessibility; M, mean; SD, standard deviation.

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics for the PANAS Data

Participants Conditions M SD N

Patients with cancer (n = 132) Negative emotion score No task 34.56 6.283 32

Simple delay task 32.59 7.038 32

Single cognitive load task 37.37 6.578 32

High-frequency cognitive load task 31.97 7.599 36

Total 34.06 7.156 132

Positive emotion score No task 21.50 6.112 32

Simple delay task 19.25 7.067 32

Single cognitive load task 18.69 5.716 32

High-frequency cognitive load task 20.11 6.559 36

Total 19.89 6.402 132

Patients with dental pain (n = 123) Negative emotion score No task 16.58 5.661 31

Simple delay task 22.30 7.135 30

Single cognitive load task 16.39 5.937 31

High-frequency cognitive load task 23.68 5.958 31

Total 19.72 6.951 123

Positive emotion score No task 31.87 6.607 31

Simple delay task 28.97 4.222 30

Single cognitive load task 35.35 8.685 31

High-frequency cognitive load task 31.10 2.241 31

Total 31.85 6.330 123

Abbreviations: PANAS, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule; M, mean; SD, standard deviation.
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Discussion
In this study, we aimed to investigate changes in emotion and DTA in people experiencing real disease conditions. Our
findings imply that simple delayed and single cognitive load tasks had no effect on cancer and could not trigger death
thoughts out of consciousness. The level of authenticity of MS conditions determines whether implicit and/or explicit
emotions are triggered in an individual. Therefore, the assumption that MS does not trigger emotions or that MS only
triggers implicit emotions is biased.

For patients with cancer, death thoughts remain part of their conscious thoughts or can easily enter their conscious
thoughts, which leads to ultra-low DTA levels. Because the thought of death always remains at the level of conscious-
ness, the proximal defense mechanism of patients with cancer is very strong. In particular, avoidance and denial defense
mechanisms were so active that patients with cancer tended to avoid filling in death-related words when completing the
Pinyin DTA test. Further, their DTA levels only increased when they performed high-frequency cognitive load tasks.
Arndt et al’s35 study pointed out that having participants imagine that they were suffering from cancer had a more
significant effect on MS than having them imagine their death; that is, it elicited a more active proximal defense
mechanism. Therefore, the value of DTA was very low under the conditions of no delay task, simple delay task, and
single cognitive load task in individuals experiencing cancer-related MS, but the DTA value increased under the
condition of cognitive load task, as seen in this study. This phenomenon further shows that patients with cancer have
a high degree of MS. High levels of MS produce a strong emotional response, leading to high-intensity proximal defense.
In Arndt et al’s35 study, the DTA levels of participants increased after a cognitive load task. By contrast, when measuring
the DTA levels of patients with cancer, a high-frequency cognitive load task is needed to suppress the proximal defense
mechanism. A single cognitive load task cannot occupy the cognitive resources of patients with cancer.

Meanwhile, in the control group, there was no significant difference in DTA levels between the no delay and delayed
task condition groups; however, the DTA levels of both groups were significantly higher than those in the cancer group.
We propose two explanations for this result. One explanation is that dental pain produced negative physical and
emotional reactions, which led to an increase in the level of unconscious DTA. However, these negative emotions are
not directly caused by the threat of death because there are no thoughts of death in the consciousness of patients with
dental pain. Another explanation is that the negative experiences and emotions of patients with dental pain were not
inhibited by the delayed task in this experiment. The results showed that the level of DTA in patients with dental pain
decreased significantly after the cognitive load task. We believe that the cognitive load task inhibited the consciousness of
patients with dental pain to their body’s negative reaction, reduced their levels of anxiety and fear, and further reduced
the level of DTA at the unconscious level.

Overall, the findings suggest that true MS awakens negative emotions. More importantly, MS may have a degree of
problem, which is a continuous variable that can become larger or smaller. The higher the degree of truth, the greater the
negative emotion at the level of consciousness. When negative emotions are generated, they will produce
a corresponding intensity of proximal defense mechanism. The higher the strength of the proximal defense mechanism,
the harder it is to measure the value of DTA. The high-intensity proximal defense mechanism needs a high-intensity
cognitive load to inhibit it. For patients with cancer, the occupation of cognitive resources to inhibit the role of proximal
defense mechanisms is needed to increase DTA.

The findings also suggest that tasks that do not trigger MS but bring negative experiences (eg a toothache) can also
enhance DTA. Based on this finding, we believe that both negative and stressful events can also produce DTA, not just
death-related events; however, in this case, the level of explicit emotion is relatively low and often is not delectable In
this study, dental pain did not cause measurable conscious negative emotions, so there was no activation of the proximal
defense mechanism. Therefore, when there was no delayed task, a certain amount of DTA could still be measured
directly. High-frequency cognitive load tasks led to a decrease in DTA levels in patients with toothaches, indicating that
negative emotions were also suppressed. In conclusion, these results suggest that disease-related death reminders can
produce responses similar to true MS.40,41
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Conclusions
This study shows that the threat of real death does produce obvious emotional responses, and emotion may be an
important factor in determining defensive behaviors after MS events. Additionally, the level of authenticity of a death
threat appears to determine the level of emotion.

There are several limitations to the study. First, this study did not explore the relationship between true MS and
emotional attribution, that is, whether patients with cancer can reduce their emotional responses and defense mechanisms
after good cognitive attribution of cancer. If the emotion is reasonably and effectively attributed, the defensive behavior
is not obvious.19 Second, as pointed out in a study by Hayes and Schimel,42 when using measures of DTA, assessing
whether an idea is activated will inevitably affect the activation of the idea. For this reason, research that involves
measuring the idea of death unconsciously is particularly difficult.

Abbreviations
DTA, death-thought accessibility; MS, mortality salience; TMT, terror management theory; PANAS, Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule.
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